CMA Tools in Matrix
CMA Basics
Why prepare a CMA? There are 2 common scenarios where you’ll create a CMA:
• Homeowners are preparing to list their homes, and you create a CMA to determine an
appropriate listing price.
• Buyers are preparing to make an offer on a home, and you create a CMA to determine
an appropriate price to offer.
A CMA is a Comparative Market Analysis. It is not to be confused with an appraisal. Unlike
appraisals, which must be conducted by licensed appraisers and follow the Uniform Standards
of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), a CMA may be completed by a licensed real
estate agent. Below are some features of a CMA:
• CMAs look for current active listings (showing similar properties on the market and how
their list price), recently sold listings (showing the sold price of recently sold similar
properties), and recently expired listings (showing the list price of properties that did not
sell) to estimate the value of a subject property based on comparable properties.
• CMAs must include properties in a similar geographic market and properties with similar
characteristics to the subject property.
• After comparable properties are found, CMAs can include adjustments for the following:
o Conditions of sale (sale type – for example, traditional sale, distressed sale,
transfer of ownership between relatives, etc.? Information can be found in public
records/Realist Tax)
o Market conditions – is market activity increasing or decreasing in this area?
o Square footage/bedrooms/bathrooms, etc.
o Lot size, pool, view, etc.
o Features and amenities
The Matrix CMA tool allows for price adjustments for a variety of fields. Important note:
some brokers prefer that their agents do not make adjustments, but instead, find
comparable properties as similar to the subject as possible. Check with your
broker for any specific rules and guidelines for your office.

Researching the Subject Property and Market
A critical step in completing a CMA is to research the subject property and learn about its key
characteristics. This will drive the search for comparable properties.
There are several tools available to do this.
• The property reports in Public Records/Realist show property characteristics such as
square footage, bedrooms, bathrooms, garages, if there is a pool, and features of the
property.
• Realist also links to comparable properties reports (which show comparable sales
recorded in the public records – both MLS and Non-MLS sales).
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Searching for Comparable Properties
Below are some items to consider when searching for comps:
• It’s all about value! Every market is different. As an agent learns about their market,
they will learn what brings value to that market. For example, for waterfront property,
the water frontage may contribute substantially more value than any other feature (such
as the number of bedrooms, fireplaces, etc.). In some areas, homes with more
bedrooms might sell at a premium whereas in other areas an extra bedroom contributes
little to no value.
• Apples-to-Apples Comparison: Generally, when searching for comps, initial search
criteria should be as similar to the subject property as possible. If there are not a lot of
similar comps found, then the search may have to be broader, and adjustments made
based on differences. When deciding which criteria to loosen, consider what brings the
most value to the market.
• Similar market area: Determine an appropriate geographic area for comps. Consider
aspects such as water frontage, golf course frontage, gated communities, sidewalks,
and trends within a search radius (industrial areas, higher-priced areas, etc.).
• Similar property and amenities: Lot size, square footage, bedrooms, bathrooms,
landscaping, pool type, quality of construction, features (flooring, kitchen, etc.), garage
size, etc. What brings value to this area?
• Time frame: For active listings, consider how long they have been listed. For closed
and expired listings, consider how far back you want to go relative to any change in
market activity.
Here are some tips for filling out the search form in Matrix:
1) Status
a. Which statuses to use? - CMAs usually compile Active, Closed, and Expired
Listings. Closed listings should carry the most weight, as the sold price for these
transactions is disclosed. Active listings show how competing properties are
priced, but there is no guarantee the property will sell for that price. Expired
listings are important as they show the list price for properties that did not sell.
When there are limited Active listings, Pending with Contract listings are
relevant, and also Pending listings can be helpful, but keep in mind that we do
not know the contract price.
b. How far back to go? The market conditions will determine the timeframe you set
for comparable properties. A general default is 6 months for Closed properties
(0-180 days), as this is a guideline Fannie Mae gives appraisers. However, a
more recent comp is always better! In a strong market (seller’s market) where
prices have appreciated quickly and there are many more recent sales, a
shorter timeframe might work better. In a market with very little sales activity or
for a very unique property, a longer time frame may be necessary.
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(Important note: If an appraiser uses a comp from a longer time frame and if the
market has changed, the appraiser would need to adjust for the changing
market conditions. For example, if a comp sale is 1 year old and the market has
appreciated by 10% over the past year, that adjustment would be made.)
c. How many comps? Fannie Mae requires appraisers to identify at least 3
comparable sales. FHA and VA require appraisers to identify at least 3
comparable sales and 2 additional active or pending comps. These might be
good guidelines for a CMA. Sometimes, less is more. It is better to find a small
handful of comps very similar to the subject than a lot of comps that are not
similar.
2) Building Design – usually we would want to filter out the building design most similar to
our subject (with some exceptions).
3) Bedrooms/Bathrooms – When searching for comps, apples-to-apples is always best!
However, there may be cases where we need to find some variation in the bedrooms
and bathrooms and perhaps make an adjustment. Or, in certain markets, there might
not be a substantial difference in what 3-bedroom versus 4-bedroom homes are selling
for, etc. As agents continually learn their markets, these decisions become easier. As a
general rule, do not choose comps with a variation of more than 1 bedroom.
4) Living Area – Fannie Mae guidelines encourage appraisers to stay within a 20%
differential for most properties. This might be a good guideline for CMAs, but the
more similar the better.
5) Other features? - For your market, decide if comps should be filtered for features such
as a garage, pool, etc., or if adjustments should be made for these features.
6) Geography – the more similar the location to the subject property, the better.
a. While most appraisal guidelines prefer comps from the same zip code,
oftentimes, zip code alone will be too broad a filter.
b. Comps from the same subdivision are ideal, but in many cases, there may not be
enough.
c. Map searches work very well for CMAs. A radius search can be used (generally,
in urban areas .5 miles is a good distance, 1 mile for suburban, and 5 miles for
rural). A polygon search can also be used as oftentimes appraisers define
neighborhood boundaries by certain streets and landmarks. Remember – it is all
about the specific market and what brings value! Once you have the results,

check off the comparable listings you want to use, and then note the
buttons underneath your search results. Under the “Actions” menu, you
will find 2 CMA options: CMA (Matrix CMA Wizard) and Quick CMA.
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CMA Options in Matrix
Quick CMA
From the search results grid, select the listings that you would like to include in the CMA report,
and then click the “Quick CMA” button under the Actions menu. Properties will be grouped by
status, given general characteristics of each listing, and then the average, minimum, maximum,
and median values for each status. This is a great tool if you need to quickly find comparable
properties to gauge the market and are not concerned about putting together a comprehensive
report with all of the “bells and whistles”.
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Full CMA
If you prefer a comprehensive, professional report, you can use the “CMA” button to create one
through the Matrix CMA Wizard.
• Run a search for comps.
• From your search results, select the comparable properties you want to include from
each status.
• Click the CMA button. This launches a CMA wizard with 9 tabs.
• Tab 1 (Start): Select a contact (if applicable) or create a new contact. Enter a brief
description of the CMA (for example, CMA for Listing Presentation at 123 Main Street).
• Tab 2 (Pages): Select the pages that you would like to appear in your CMA. There are 5
sub-menus (cover, subject/adjustments, comparables, static, and map). You may want
to do a test CMA with all pages, and then go through to determine which pages to
eliminate.
o Once pages are selected, you may click “Set as Default” to make selected pages
the system default for all future CMAs.
o Remember: CMA Cover Sheets can be customized under Settings/ My
Information/ CMA Cover Sheet.
• Tab 3 (Subject): Information on the Subject Property can be entered manually, filled in
from an MLS listing number, or you may search for a listing using a search form. On the
lower left side of this form, you may add custom fields to add other valuable features of
the subject property. You may save the custom fields you select as Default for
commonly used fields.
• Tab 4 (Cover): Make any modifications desired to the cover page. [Default cover page
set up under Settings/My Information/CMA Cover Sheet]
• Tab 5 (Comparables): In this case, we started with a search for comps, so these are
already populated. However, you can remove selected comps, add additional comps
from listings, or add additional comps from a cart.
• Tab 6 (Map): Preview the map with the subject and comps.
• Tab 7 (Adjustments): You can make price adjustments for a wide variety of fields
including Sub Condo, Development, Baths Full, Baths Half, Bedrooms, Building Design,
Building Description, View, Furnished, Rear Exposure, Garage Spaces, Carport Spaces,
Acres, Gulf Access, Storm Protection, Unit Floor, Construction, Year Built, Community
Type, and Approximate Living Area.
o If additional fields were added under the Subject tab, these fields will carry over
to the Adjustments tab and allow you to make adjustments for additional
features.
o For any property, you can also click “View in Detail Mode” to make all
adjustments at once for a particular listing.
o There is no “magic list’ of adjustment values. These values are based on
conditions in the specific market of the subject property.
o You only make adjustments to comps, not to the subject property.
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CBS: Comps Better, subtract (if the comp has something more valuable than the
subject property, subtract value from the comp to make it more similar to the
subject).
o SBA: Subject Better, add (if the comp is inferior to the subject property – the
subject property has something better, add value to the comp to make it more
similar to the subject).
o Auto-Adjustments/Feature Value: For certain fields, there is a box to enter a
o “Feature Value. This will automatically adjust all comps with that value (positive
or negative). For example, if the value of a bedroom is entered under this box as
$20,000, all comps with fewer or more bedrooms will automatically be adjusted
by $20,000 (positive value if comp has fewer bedrooms and a negative value if
comp has more bedrooms).
Tab 8 (Pricing): This tab will give summary statistics, along with two fields to make pricing
recommendations. Under Suggested List Price, you can make a pricing recommendation.
For CMAs, it is generally recommended to give a range rather than a value. Or you may
want to leave this field blank so that you and your customer can come up with a value
together. Talk to your broker about his or her preferences. Under Notes, you can add
additional notes.
• Tab 9 (Finish): From here, you can either view and print the CMA or email it directly to a
customer.

Matrix 360 CMA
‘View Comparable Properties’ button from MLS Listing’s Property 360 View/Broker Report
From any listing, click the ‘View Comparable Properties’ button found at the top right of the
listing’s 360 Property View display.
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Click the ‘Find More Comparables’ at the bottom of the page to search for additional comps. Add
search criteria as described in this guide.

Matrix will pull 20 comps. Hover the Status column Header until the text turns orange. Click once
to sort the comps by status.
The Distance column indicates the distance of each comparable property to the subject property.
Select the properties you DO NOT wish to include in the report by clicking the box the left of
each listing. Then click the ‘Remove Selected’ button.
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Once returning to the summary page, you should re-sort the comps by clicking ‘Status’ twice.

In the Comparables Report section, you may click ‘Create CMA’ to run a full Matrix CMA. You
may also click ‘View Report’ to open the Matrix 360 CMA Report. Save the report to your device
or print it.
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